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Spectral intensity and coherence analysis of EEC activity durinc rest anH 
during a period of self-regulated high alpha in two subjeSs LdS thlt 
1) Slow frontal activity, which is due primarily to eye movements is less "intense 
during successful alpha regulation than during baseliLs. T £e is lUtS 
evidence for increased intensity in frequency ranges other ihan ill alpha raL 
during alpha regulation. 3) Occipital alpha tends to be more^oherent with 
frontal than with temporal alpha during occipital alpha regulation 
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CLINICAL NOTE 

INTENSITY AND COHERENCE CONTOURS DURING 
SELF-REGULATED HIGH ALPHA ACTIVITY1 

DAVID HORO, PAUL NAITOH AND LAVF.RNH JOHNSON 

Navy Mediial Neuropsychialric Research Unit. San Diego, Calif. 921S2 (U.S.A.) 

(Accepted for publication: October I, 1971) 

It is now generally accepted that subjects can leai.i to in- 
crease their alpha activity above resting spontaneous levels by 
means of self-rep.ui'Mon. Usually the increase of alpha is at- 
tributed to operant conditioning, in which the appearance of 
an alpha-contingent auditory or visual signal is fed back to the 
subject and acts as a positive reinforcer (Nowlis and Kamiya 
1970; Brown 1970). The extent of this increase is typically 
measured by a filler, rectifier and relay device that provides an 
index of percent alpha during the period of alpha regulation. 

The total EEC spectrum during the period of alpha en- 
hancement has not been reported, nor has a measure of co- 
herence between different regions of the scalp been used as a 
descriptive measure of the self-regulated high alpha stale. 

This report is based on EEC data obtained from two 
"practiced" alpha regulators and demonstrates the feasibility 
of using spectral intensity and coherence of frontal, temporal 
and occipital EEG as descriptive measures of the phenomena 
during a 1 h alpha regulation period. 

METHOD AND MATERIAL 

Two volunteer subjects, one male (AJ) and one female 
(EM), both in their twenties, participated in an alpha regula- 
tion study over 3 separate days. Both had previously experi- 
enced alpha training and had demonstrated an ahilily to in- 
crease or decrease their percent alpha on demand, usir g a con- 
tingent digital auditory feedback signal as a guide (I I ird and 
Barber 1971). During each session, subjects sat uprigit on a 
hospital bed in a sound-allenuated, dimly illuminated room. 

REG activity from E,,., T4 and O. referenced lo linked 
mastnids (A, and A.) were recorded on .' channels of a 
Beck man Type R Dynograph. and concurrently on ? chan- 
nels of a Hewlcll Packard ,va)7C' tape system Amplified EE(i 
from the (). lead was filtered at 10 c sei by a Krohn-llilc 
330BR variable bandpass filter The output of the filler con- 
trolled an "alpha relay" contiructcd according to the spccifi- 
(.a"on» suggested by Pasqualli (l%9) The latter iscsscnlially 

1 This research was supported in pan by IX-parimenl of 
ncfcMC Ad\anced Research Proiccls Agency Order IV*v 
program codCT ODa» and ID2I and by VS Navy Bureau of 
Medicine and Surgery Task Number M4.W 07. «mHIMC < 
The opinion« or a»«emon» herein are the pmale one« o( the 
authors and are not lo he .ontlrued as nflkial or a« .iete»v»riiy 
reflesling (he »ie»» of the IVpartmenl o( the >.«v> 

a leakv integrator and was used in the present study as an 
alpha feedback r vice. Approximately 3 to 4 alpha waves were 
necessary to close the relay, and the relay stayed on approxi- 
mately 0.5 sec after the end of an alpha burst. Because of the 
irregular nature of alpha burst length and inter-burst interval, 
a careful calibration of the voltage necessary to open and 
close the relay was not attempted. Relay closure was indicated 
on one channel of the polygraph. Relay closure lime was 
simultaneous^ indicated on a Hewlett Packard 5321B Elec- 
tronic Counter and was tabulated at 1 min intervals on the 
polygraph. 

A BRS-Foringer audio generator and two speakers lo- 
cated approximately 4 ft on cither side $ the subjects head 
provided the feedback signal. Pitch and loudness of the lone 
were adjusted for each subject to a level thai was not aversive, 
yel clearly discernible 

. Each experimental session w.is divided into: (A) cal.bra-' 
lion epoch; (B) baseline epoch (10 min); (C) alpha regulation 
epoch (60 min); and (D) recovery epoch (10 min). Feedback 
lo the subject was provided only during the alpha-regulalion 
epoch. During the calibration epoch, subiccts were instructed 
lo close and open their eyes during successive 15 sec periods 
during which the threshold of the alpha relay was adjusted so 
that eyes closed turned the relay on and eyes open turned the 
relay off Once this level was determined, it was not changed 
for the remainder of the session. The baseline tpoA was then 
recorded, the subject having been told to relax and keep his 
eyes open, hollowing the baseline epoch, the subject was in- 
structed lo contirue lo U'ep his eyes open, and he was then 
informed thai the lone would be heard only when his alpha 
was al a level eomparable to what n had been during the eyes- 
closed condition "f the calibration epoch. Me was encouraged 
lo keep the lone on as much as possible Upon completing the 
alpha regulation epoch, the lone «^ Jisconnecled and the 
subject was instructed to assume a stale as near as possible lo 
the previous baseline epoch for 10 mm 

Magnetic tapes containing I Hi, lime code and calibra- 
tion signal al 10 i sec with 100 A double amplitude were 
digiti/ed al 125 samples sei Spectral analysis was then per- 
formed on Ihi data ohlami-J from Jay ' of the espenmenl 
One mm polygraph samples of I Hi (rom the ' scalp leads 
»ere «eleilCTl from the baseline epoch (HI, the first s mm period 
o( alpha regulation (I , (. the fifth 5 mm period of alpha regula- 
tion II ,1. the ninth 5 mm penou of alpha regulation 11 ,1, and 
ihi reiosery epoih IHI The crilerioo M «elevlion of data lo« 

■MMMV* rim   Vmrn»!*! «nf. MTl. «2  42«» 4" 
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amipulor analysis was frccdoni from cxlcnsive movcmonl 

arlifacl. Corresponding samples of BBQ were retrieved from 

Ihe digital tapes for speetral intensity and coherenee analysis. 

A versionofthe Fast FourierTransformfKFT.seeJenkinsand 

Walts 1968) was applied to the 8,192 data points per BEG 

sample. The FFT output was smoothed hy applying equal 

averaging weights to non-overlapping groups of 32 sine and 

eosine coefficients, resulting in a frequency resolution interval 
of 0.49 c/scc. 

Spectral intensity and coherence were then transcribed 

manually on contour maps using a method of linear inter- 

polation (Naitoh and Walter 1969). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Fig. I are the maps of spectral intensity (/(V2/c/sec) as a 

function of the frequency-time plane. Intensity should be 

visualized as a third dimension extending up from the surface 

of the page. Various intensity cuts were made to show the 

general shape ofthe 3-dimensional display. Contour maps of 

coherence were generated in a manner similar to that for 

intensity and are sho« n in Fig. 2. The coherence of X and Y al 
frequency/is defineo as 

 ICross-spectrum of X and Y at /|2 

(Auto-spectrum of X at,/) (Auto-spectrum of Y at /) 

and is analogous to the ordinary squared correlation coeffi- 

cient (Walter 1963; Jenkins and Watts 1968). Values of co- 

herence are represented on tie map as a third dimension ex- 

tending up from the surface ofthe page. In the present study, 

cuts were made at 0.20,0.40,0.50 and 0.60 to give Ihe general 

shape ofthe 3-dimensional display, A more detailed analysis 

ofthe maps was made by slicing through at the frequency that 

corresponded to the highest occipital alpha activity, which 

was found to be 10.25 c sec for both subjects. The results are 
shown in Table I. 

Spciiral iiili'imiiy. In gener U most ofthe spectral intensity 

al Ihe Ppj and T., leads appeared in Ihe frequency range 0.5 

5.4 c sec, with by far Ihe greatest intensity in the low frequen- 

cies (0.5 2 c/sec). Most ofthe low frequency intensity observed 

during the baseline and recovery epochs could be attributed 

to eye movements. It seems to be the case that eye movements 

are prevalent before and after the alpha regulation epoch and 

are least likely to occur during successful alpha regulation. 

Despite a large difference in eyes-open alpha between the two 

subjects (see Table I), lead 02 showed increasing intensity in 

the alpha range during alpha regulation in both subjects, 

reaching a maximum during F.,,. There is some evidence for 

increasing intensity in the alpha range al Ihe T4 and Fp: leads, 

although the absolute increase is considerably less than at the 

O, lead. The data indicate that alpha regulation can occur 

near the frequency that is being reinforced (10 c/scc in this 

case), without noticeably affecting other frequencies. It may 

also be the case that alpha regulation is limited topographic- 

ally to the region that provides the feedback signal, although 

such conclusions would have to be based on data other than 
that of Ihe present study. 

Coherence. Relatively high coherence (Fig. 2) was observ- 

ed in the Fp, T4 combination in the same low frequency range 

where high intensity was found. Since most ol'this activity was 

due to eye movements, it was not surprising that coherence 

between these two locations was high. In the alpha range, Ihe 

TABLE 1 

Slices ofthe contour maps al 10.25 c/sec to show aulo-speelral intensity and coherence of eye open alpha activity before (B) 
during (E) and after (R) self-regulation. 

Subject code EM AJ 

BEG leads* 
FP: T4 oi FP-' T4 o2 

Auto-spectral 

intensity 

OiWsec) 
B 32 10 XI 5 7 7 
E, 63 22 147 8 6 28 
B, 36 10 120 9 II 10 
IM 44 16 17(1 55 42 414 
R II 

EM 

X 74 13 6 S 

Subject code AJ 

EEC) leads F>; T4 T4 O, I,: 0, F„ T4 T4 O, iVi o, 
( ohcrence ■ 0 30 0 13 062 007 035 001 
l| 0 5« 0 30 0 75 029 001 0 29 
». 035 0 16 0 75 OM 0 21 0116 
1, 055 0 2W 06)1 051 044 066 
H 0 33 0 10 0 50 0 13 025 003 

• Rrfcrcnux) lo linked nMMonH Sec tt\\ for the dcUih «if B. I v jnd R 

Hlr-ii;<rmri* ihm   SrmnptiyMol. |»Tt .«.'  4M 433 
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mmm a-hcrcncc was m Ihc lead tialiMrim 1,,   <>• 
durir- the alpha rcgulalu.n cp.Kh Some ci>hcrcnl alpha ap- 
peared in lead combinations ihat included 14. hm WI «•* 
lesser exlenl ()ne inlerprelalion oflhis is thai alpha ceneraled 
and enhanced bs self-regulation near (), has a greater ten- 
dency to appear in the frontal than in the temporal ragion ol 
the scalp, vm though the latter is spat, ilh closer. 

The two subjects showed quite different coherence values 
under the eve-open baseline condition. At lOM e sec. subiect 
EM had a coherence of 0.62 between I „.. and ()... whereas AJ 
had a near zero coherence in the same lead combination 
(Table I) Despite this individual difference in baseline co- 
herence both subjects achieved high coherence during the 
alpha-regulation epoch. Paring the recover) epoch, these 
high coherences attenuate to levels that are comparable to the 

baseline epoch. 
Phase angles associated with these frequencies in those 

instances where coherence was above 0.41) had a mean value 
ol - 164 degrees, standard deviation of 6.48 on one day. and a 
mean value of - 167. standard deviation of 6.32 on another 
day. These values correspond to a phase lag in which (); leads 
F , by approximately 45 msec. Using a similar type of analy- 
sis' Walter et al, (i%6) reported 30 degree phase lag (equiva- 
lent to 15 msec) for coherent alpha waves that move forward 
from an occipital parietal location to a parietal central loca- 

tion during resting. 
Although there is little evidence of change m frequency or 

spatial features of self-regulated alpha for the particular leads 
used in this study, the technique of using contingent reinforcers 

to manipulate these features may be of value in the study of 
alpha wave generators. For example, a measure of coherence 
between pairs of electrodes could lead to inferences about the 
existence of single, as opposed to multiple, generators. If a 
contingent reinforcer is applied to lead A of pair AB. and if 
coherence between A and B increases during the time of sell- 
regulation, one might infer that a single generator was involv- 
ed. On the other hand, if intensity at lead A can be mere.' d, 
concomitantly with decreasing coherence with lead B. .nen 
the existence of multiple generators might be inferred. 

SUMMARY 

Spectral intensity and coherence analysis of EEG activity 
during rest and during a period of self-regulated high alpha in 
two subjects indicate that: (1) Slow frontal activity, which is 
due primarily to eye movements, is less intense during success- 
ful alpha regulation than during baselines. (2) There is little 
evidence for increased intensity in frequency ranges other 
than the alpha range during alpha regulation. (?) Occipital 
alpha tends to be more coherent with frontal than with tem- 
poral alpha during occipital alpha regulation. 
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RISl'MI 

CONIOURSIVINTINSIII 11 DI (Olli Rl NCI. Al 
(Ol RSDUNI AdTVITI AIIMIAH-tVII »TAUTO- 

RKil'l I I 

(he/ deux sujets. I'analy .e d'intensite spectrale et de 
coherence de laelivite 1-IC au repos et pendant une penode 
d'activite alpha elevee ; uto-regulee indique que; (I) lactivite 
lente frontale, qui esl due essentiellement a des mouvements 
oculaires. est moins intense lors d'une regulation alpha 
reussie qu'en condition standard. (2) II y a pen de signes 
d'une augmentation d'intensite dans les bandes de Irequenee 
autres que la bände alpha au cours de la regulation alpha. 
(1) An cours de la regulation alpha oceipitale. la coherence 
de 1'alpha occipital avec I'alpha frontal est meilleure qu'avee 

lalpha temporal. 

The authors thank Joseph Barber and Don Irwin for 
their assistance in collecting and analyzing data. 
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